
Leadership Giving
When someone gives at a Leadership level, the change that they create is

incredible. Leaders ensure that Simcoe Muskoka residents and families
experiencing poverty can access vital supports when, and where, they need

them most.

Benefits of being a
Leadership Donor

Special invites
You will be invited to exclusive UWSM
events that show your impact in our
communities.

Recognition
All Leadership donors who directly support
United Way Simcoe Muskoka’s work in the
community will be recognized
in our online Honour Roll. We’ll show our
community that you’re dedicated to
fighting local poverty in our communities.

Impact
More than 60,000 Simcoe Muskoka
residents are living in poverty. Your
generosity enables us and our network of
agencies to help our most vulnerable, from
housing to children and youth in poverty,
your gift goes a long way.

What is Leadership Giving?
Leadership donors are those whose annual
gifts total $1,200 or more to United Way
Simcoe Muskoka. This can be a one-time
donation or a culmination of multiple
donations.

Leaders Enable UWSM To...
Invest in Our Communities
Donations are invested directly into a
network of local agencies that partner with
UWSM to tackle poverty and issues linked to
it, such as homelessness, hunger and mental
health.

Innovate to Drive Impact
Social issues are always changing, and we
must adapt to meet these emerging needs.
Leadership giving enables this innovation.

Advocate for a Better Future
UWSM works extensively with government,
education, corporate and labour partners to
push for the change our community needs.



BUILDING A LEADERSHIP GIVING CAMPAIGN
IS AS EASY AS 1-2-3

1. SET A GOAL
Review your workplaces’ previous year’s
results - in dollars and in donors. Use these
values as your point of reference in planning
this year’s goals.

Set an ambitious yet attainable goal, keeping
in mind last year’s achievement and your
current organizational environment.

2. IDENTIFY POTENTIAL LEADERS
While targeting Leaders by seniority
level within your workplace is an
effective strategy, Leaders can be
found at all levels within an
organization.

3. INSPIRE GIVING
Provide customized messaging to inspire
giving; thank previous Leaders for their gifts
and let potential Leaders know the impact
their gift can have in our community.

Consider sharing Leadership messages
broadly - you are offering your colleagues the
opportunity to support their communities!

Begin with previous donors, as well
as donors who have given gifts
approaching $1,200 (i.e. donors who
gave $1,000 last year).

Through the generosity of Leadership Giving, we will ensure Simcoe
Muskoka communities are places where everyone can thrive.


